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Start from bottom side control. He is on your left side. Take your fingers of your right hand and 
cross grab his right 
shoulder with your 
forearm under his 
chin. This is 
standard position 
for escaping side 
control. By 
attaching your body 
to his, it makes it 
difficult for him to drive down and give you uncomfortable shoulder pressure that sometimes 
causes you to tap out. This position gives you a lot more leverage to move the person when you 
lift your right elbow up, he goes up with you. Your inside hand, your left hand is on his same 
side right hip bone preventing him from advancing up on you. Again, this is standard side 
control position for the escape. In this case, your left hand in under his same side right arm pit.  
 
Now, when you are 
ready to begin the 
escape, do a big 
wave and roll your 
left arm over to the 
far side mat and 
touch the mat. Your 
left leg also goes 
over the mat, 
touches the mat and now your left leg becomes your top leg. Your left hip is up in the air and 
your right hip is on the mat, as the same with your left shoulder is up and your right shoulder is 
down touching the mat. Key point > your right hand that was under his neck now pushes his 
head away and down towards your feet. This is part of the micro setup. His head is almost 
touching the mat.  
 
Take your left arm 
from under his 
same side right 
armpit and clamp 
down on his right 
elbow and bring 
your left elbow to 
your chest to super 
trap his right arm. At the same time, retract your head back which will make your rollover  
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mechanically easier. Notice that to make the rollover more efficient, go up on both your toes, 
butt in the air and push off the mat. He will first be upside down and then fully rolled over.  
 
If they are a little bigger and heavier than you, shown from a different angle, as you lock his arm 
out, your other hand-elbow gets tucked under your body and you are now on your forearm to 
help the pendulum swing. Make sure you lock his arm first before you come up on your 
elbow-forearm, or he will smash you down.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As they are bigger, try to come up to your knees as you roll him over.  Keep walking until he it 
totally over and 
you have side 
control.  


